Ahtract -The class of nonnegative definite Toeplitz matrices that can be embedded in nonnegative definite circulant matrices of larger sue is characterized. An equivalent characterization in terms of the spectrum of the underlying process is also presented, together with the corresponding extrema1 processes. It is shown that a given finite duration sequence p can be extended to be the covariance of a periodic stationary process whenever the Toeplib matrix R generated by this sequence is strictly positive definite. The sequence p =l,cosa,cos2a with (a/.) irrational, which has a unique nonperiodic extension as a covariance sequence, demonstrates that the strictness is needed. Our simple constructive proof supplies a bound on the abovementioned period in terms of the minimal eigenvalue of R, and also yields, under the same conditions, an extension of to covariances that eventually decay to zero. For the maximum likelihood estimate of the covariance of a stationary Gaussian process, we determine the extension length required for using the EM iterative algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
ECENTLY, the problem of estimating structured co-R variance matrices was addressed in [l] , with particular emphasis on Toeplitz matrices (corresponding to stationary processes). Given a set of independent samples from a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian random process, the problem is to select a covariance matrix of specified structure that maximizes the probability of occurrence of these samples.
Suppose that we have M independent samples x,, 1s m 5 M , from an N-variate Gaussian process. Their joint probability density is given by where R is the covariance matrix, S A ( l / M ) Z~= l x m x~ is the sample covariance matrix (where the prime denotes the Manuscript received June 19, 1987; revised February 28, 1989 transpose of vector or matrix), and g ( S , R ) = -lnIRl-tr(R- 'S) .
Throughout, IAl denotes the determinant of the matrix, A and tr( A ) denotes the sum of the diagonal elements of the square matrix A .
In a certain set I , of covariance matrices having a specified structure we look for the matrix R, which maximizes the joint probability density given in (1) or, alternatively, maximizes the function (2). This is a constrained optimization problem.
Hereafter n denotes the class of nonnegative definite symmetric matrices, with real entries. Unless stated explicitly, all matrices in this paper are in II. Let I I + C I I denotes the class of positive definite symmetric matrices; we shall use the notation R 2 0 for R E IX, and R > 0 for R E II+. The following existence theorem is due to Burg et al. [l] .
Theorem 1: If S E II+ and I, c II is a closed set containing at least one element of n+, then the optimization problem:
R E IR has positive definite solutions. Furthermore, if S E I,, then the unique solution of (3) is R = S.
Perhaps the most important estimation problem of this type, is that of a stationary Gaussian random process, for which I , is the class of nonnegative definite symmetric Toeplitz N X N dimensional matrices (denoted throughout by T,). Usually, for M > N , the sample covariance matrix S is in Il+, and therefore (3) has positive definite solutions for I , = T,. However, as generally S T,,,, there appears to be no known analytical expression for these solutions and even the question of uniqueness remains open (cf., [2], Let us denote by C, the class of N X N nonnegative definite symmetric circulant matrices, i.e., R E C, if Rkl=R(L-l,modN,O for every O s k , l s ( N -l ) , and R is 131).
0018-9448/89/llOO-1206$01.00 01989 IEEE also a nonnegative definite symmetric matrix. For I , = C, there is a unique analytical solution of (3), as summarized by the following theorem from [3].
Theorem 2: If S E II+, then the unique solution of (3) for Z, = C,. is the matrix R* E C:, whose entries are c s,,, O s k , I < ( N -1 ) (4)
where C s corresponds to the subset of positive definite matrices in C,. Likewise, TN+ denotes the subset of positive definite matrices in T N . For convenience we hereafter use the notation R* = circ (S) to denote the relation gwen in (4).
Since C , T N . R* E TN and g ( S , R*) I maxRGTN g ( S , R ) . Thus R* given by (4) (whch is the periodogram estimator, e.g., [4] ), is a simple but suboptimal solution of the original problem (solving (3) for I , = T,). The existence of these simple solutions to the estimation problem for I R = C l , (any L ) motivated us to use the EM iterative algorithm (cf., [5] ) for solving our original problem (i.e., I , = T,). This is done by regarding the underlying covariance matrix R as the upper left
with s" (the sample covariance matrix corresponding to R ) being an extension of S , based on the current estimate of k . This algorithm was used in [lo] , [ll] for the case of one sample path, i.e., rank S = l .
While the case of one long sample path may be more common, positive definite solutions are not guaranteed (since S is singular). Furthermore, even if the true underlying stationary covariance matrix is positive definite, the maximum likelihood estimator for one sample (rank S = 1, and I , = T N ) is almost surely singular (as shown in [13, theorem 31) . As this estimation problem is ill-posed, it was suggested in [13] to restrict I , to the subset TNC, of N x N nonnegative symmetric Toeplitz matrices which can be embedded inside L X L nonnegative symmetric circulant matrices. Under this restriction the estimation problem is well-posed (cf., [13] ). However, the dependence of L on the true covariance matrix is not explored there.
For the sake of completeness we describe the EM algorithm in Section 111. We also show there that, for any sequence of estimates R(") E TNC, generated by the EM algorithm, g ( S , R ( " ) ) 2 g ( S , R('lpl)), and when a limit point R* of the sequence R ( " ) belongs to TN+C,' (i.e., both The main contributions of this work are presented in the next section. We characterize the set TNCi. in Proposition 3 and its corollaries and use these results to prove con-
g(S9 R ) .
structively that any positive definite Toeplitz matrix can be embedded in a positive definite circulant matrix of larger size. In particular, we have the following.
Thus when one has an a priori lower bound on the minimal eigenvalue of the true underlying covariance matrix, the value of L can be determined by (5) and the EM algorithm may then be used. Further, combining (5) with some of the results of [l] we obtain the following.
Proposition 2: For any S E II' and any R , E T;, let 0 < x1 < 1 < x, < 00. be the two solutions of
Then, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator (the solution of (3) for I , = T,), belongs to T"C2, for every L such that
In particular, it is a limit point of an EM instance. Thus for S of full rank, eigendecomposition of S determines a value of L such that, at least for some initial conditions, the EM will converge to the ML estimator.
We note that the sets T N , C,, TNCL (as well as TN+, C; , TLC, and T;C; ) are convex sets. This is since R,, R , E rI (5)). We note here that our constructive proof shows also the existence of an extension of p which is zero except maybe for the first L samples (with the same bound for L ) . However, there are singular matrices in T, that have no finite nonnegative definite circulant extension as, for example, the matrix
with (a/..) irrational. We sketch the analogous results for complex-valued and continuous-time processes, as well as their interpretation when the roles of time and frequency are interchanged. The last section is devoted to a short summary of our results.
THE CHARACTERIZATION OF TNCL AND RELATED COVARIANCE EXTENSION PROBLEMS
We characterize below the convex subsets (of R , ) E,, FN and TNCL. We then study their relationships and use them to prove Propositions 1 and 2 stated above.
Proposition 3 b) It is well-known that R E TN iff there exists a positive and even measure on the unit circle p(e"), such that
( N -1).
. . n rk = / elk0 dp. (e"),
is the first row of R (cf., [9] ). The constraint r, =1 implies that p ( e @ ) is a probability measure on the unit circle. The class of even probability measures on the unit circle is a convex set, whose extremal points are the atomic measures p(eJO) =$Sot + $So(-t, for 0 s t I T (cf., [9] ( L -N ) entries of the vector p. As both CL and its projection F,CL are convex polygons, the generators of the latter set are merely the projections of the generators of the former set which are given in part a). Q.E.D.
The following corollaries of Proposition 3, are of interest.
Corollaries:
Proof: Note that all the geFrators of FN_are in FNCL iff N divides L, and those of TNCL, are in T,.CL2 iff L, divides L,. Since a convex cone is contained in another convex cone iff its generators are contained there, we get corollaries C1 and C2 from the isom_orphisms between C , and ac,, and between T,C, and uTNCL, a > 0.
The second part of C3 is an immediate consequence of parts b) and c) of Proposition 3. Consider p(') for any irrational value of (t/lr). It is in f, but never in f N C L .
Thus it generates a matrix in TN which is not in U L t ( 2 N -1 ) T N C I -.
As for the first part, without loss of generality we prove it for FNCL and ! f ; . is not a finite root of unity.
2) We essentially proved in C3 a weaker form of Proposition 1, namely, that R E T; implies R E T; C , for every L 2 Lo, with Lo sufficiently large. Since R E TG at least whenever p ( e!' ) is not a finite combination of atomic even positive measures, we conclude that for every process with a nonzero absolutely continuous component of its spectrum, there is a value Lo( N), such that for every L 2 Lo( N ) the N-dimensional covariance matrix R is the upper left block of a nonnegative definite L-dimensional circulant matrix.
Canonical representation of T,c,: Let us now interpret T,CI. in terms of the underlying process. First, we shall construct a set of 1 L/2] + 1 (scalar) processes corresponding to the generators mentioned in part c) of Propo- At this point we turn to the proof of Proposition 1 which is an immediate consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemmu 1: Let the sequence 
-, r N P 1 } , and ( d~/ d 8 ) ( c / ( ' " " / ' -) )
> 0 for every 0 I n I ( L -l ) , and L 2 ( 2 M -1). As this is the DFT of size L of the zero extended sequence ((1 -( k / M ) ) F h }~I ! & l ) , we conclude that the circulant matrix k of which this is the first row is a positive definite extension of R.
Q.E.D. 
Remark:
We have constructed an extension of R , with length Lo( N ) such that
for every 8 E [ -77, 771. This assures not only the periodic covariance extension of { r,;. ., r N P 1 } , but also the existence of an eventually zero covariance extension of this sequence (with the same value of Lo).
We now use Proposition 1 to prove Proposition 2.
Proof of Proposition 2: The existence theorem of Burg et al. (Theorem 1 in Section I) is proved in [1] based on the following upper bound on g(S, R ) : g ( S , R ) -g ( S , S ) I l n x -x + l
(8) whenever x 2 1 is an upper bound on Amin(S)/Amin(R), or x I 1 is a lower bound on A, , (S)/A,,( R ) . Assuming that the EM algorithm is initiated by R(O) = R , with R , E TN, let 0 < x1 <1 < x 2 < cc be the two solutions of (6). These solutions always exist since the right side of (6) monotonically approaches minus infinity as x LO, and as x t 00, and is zero for x =1, while the left side of (6) is strictly negative. Now the level set { Rlg(S, R ) 2 g ( S , R'")} in which the EM sequence and thus also the ML estimate are contained is a subset of the R's with all eigenvalues in [xlA,,, ( S ) , x2A,,(S)] .
Combining this result with ( 5 ) (and the trivial bound R , I A, , , ( R ) ) , we notice that for L satisfying (7) the ML estimate is always in T,'C; and thus is a limit point of an EM instance. For S a singular matrix, (8) is meaningless, and indeed there are examples in which the solution of ( 3 ) for ZR = Th. is a singular matrix which might not be in any
We conclude this section by suggesting possible generalizations of our main results.
Similar results may be obtained for complex-valued processes. In this case the underlying measures are no longer even, and the covariance matrices are Hermitian instead of symmetric. The number of extremal points in TNC,, will be L instead of [ L / 2 ] + 1 and the cosines are replaced by the complex exponentials
The corresponding EM algorithm can also be defined for this case.
The continuous time analog of the characterization of TNCL is that of the periodic extension of a given interval of the autocorrelation function. The problem can be stated as follows.
A function r( t ) , t E [0, TI, such that r( t ) = 1/(2a) loO,ep""dp(w) with p ( w ) a positive (even) measure on the line is in 0,. It also belongs to 0,P,, 7 2 2T, if there is an extension 7 ( t ) , t E R, of r ( t ) which is in P,, i.e., 7 ( t ) has periodicity 7 , and ?( t ) = 1/(2n)jYme-"" dji( w ) with ji( U ) another positive, even, measure on the line. The same line of proof leads to the characterization of the convex cones 0,, P,, and @,P, and to the extrema1 continuous time processes that generate these sets. Since there is a complete correspondence to the discrete time case, we omit the details. By inverting the role of the time and frequency variables, our characterization problem can also be interpreted as follows. Given samples of the Fourier transform of a nonnegative signal, when can we extend them to an eventually zero (or periodic) sequence which is the complete Fourier transform of (another) nonnegative signal?
STRUCTURED COVARIANCE ESTIMATION VIA
THE EM ALGORITHM We assume throughout this section that R E TNCL and derive an EM iterative algorithm to solve ( 3 ) for IR = TNC,. The question of choosing L such that the ML estimator in TNC, coincides with the desired ML estimator (for I , = T N ) has already been treated.
Consider an L-variate Gaussian random process with a circulant-symmetric covariance matrix R E C,. Suppose we have M independent samples x,, I s r n s M , each containing the first N components of this process. The joint probability density of these samples is give? by (l), with R E TNC12 denoting the upper left block of R .
However, this joint probability density can also be expressed as p ( x l , . . . , x M ) = j -. . . j ( 2 a ) y ' 2 )
where y,,, 1 I m 5 M are vectors in R Lmissing data in the given samples, and representing the is the sample covariance-matrix of the complete data (thus the upper left block of S is exactly S ) .
In view of (9). our estimation problem is that of maxi- Observing (12), it is easily verified that k(,) E II+ implies that F ( " ) E n+, and then both Fen) and pen) are welldefined. Observing now (ll), it is easily verified that for S E n+ and F ( ' I ) E II+, iCn) E II+ as well. Therefore, applying Theorem 2 on (loa), we deduce that I?("+') E n + and is given by
where here circ( -) is of course done modulo L, instead of modulo N .
Thus (11)- (13) together with the definition of 2: ) , fully characterize the EM iteration. Fast implementation of (ll), the sequence { R(O), R('), . . . , R("), . . . } is contained in a compact subset of TSC, and thus has at least one limit point, and all its limit points are either on the boundary of TNCL or stationary points of the likelihood function in T$ C:.
We observed earlier that then io') E C: for n = 0,1,2, . . . and thus R ( " ) E T C C T , n=0,1;.. .
b) The monotone increase of g( S, R ) , is one of the basic properties of the EM algorithm (cf., [5] ). It follows from Jensen's inequality, that leads in our case to
and since E ( " ) is the unique maximum of g(S^("-'), I?) in C,, the desired inequality follows and is strict whenever
, since g depends only on c) We apply [8, Theorem 21 to our case. For any E(') E II+, R(') E n+, and therefore (S E II' ) the level set
is a compact set contained in II+ (the proof of this claim appears in [l] and relies on (8) 
Q.E.D.
Remark: If we choose L according to Proposition 2 (see (7)), then following the arguments we used in the proof of Propositions 1 and 2, we may conclude that 52 is a compact subset of T;CT (i.e., the minimal eigenvalue of R is bounded away from zero for any R E a). Therefore, we can strengthen part c) of Proposition 4 and claim that all limit points of the sequence R(") are stationary points of g in TNCT.
Convergence of the EM to the global maximum of g ( S , R ) in TNCl, is guaranteed whenever g(S, R ) is unimodal in this region. However, the question whether or not
We note that by restricting L to be of the form k N , k integer, Corollary C1 guarantees that the periodogram estimator R* given by (4) is in TGC;. Thus R* generates a natural initial estimate R(') for the EM.
R ! ) .

IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented an EM iterative algorithm for the ML estimate of the covariance matrix of a zero-mean stationary Gaussian random process. The initial estimate is obtained by applying the periodogram method to the covariance estimation, getting a simple suboptimal estimate R*, which is a circulant matrix. The EM algorithm is based on extending the problem's dimension from N to I, 2 2 N -1, and regarding the underlying covariance matrix R as the upper left block in a larger nonnegative definite circulant matrix I?. For N that divides L , our initial estimate has a positive definite extension to a circulant E(()). The EM algorithm then generates a sequence of positive definite estimates { R(O); . ., R ( " ) , . . . ) with monotonically increasing likelihood. This sequence has limit points, all of which are either stationary points of the likelihood, or on the boundary of TNC, the subclass of nonnegative definite Toeplitz matrices which can be embedded in nonnegative definite Circulant matrices of dimension L. Furthermore, if the likelihood function is unimodal on TNC, then convergence to the global maximum is guaranteed.
The characterization of the class of matrices T,C,. which has its own theoretical importance was also presented, together with the extrema1 processes, and a canonical representation in terms of these processes. It was also shown that T , 3 3 U I . 2 ( Z N -I ) T N C L 3 3 TG (where 3 3 denotes 'strict inclusion'). Thus there are degenerate processes for which there is no circulant embedding, but for every process whose spectrum has a non-zero absolutely continuous component, (or, whenever R > 0) there exist Circulant embeddings for large enough values of L. Using our concrete bounds on this value, and the analysis of [l] , we gave a bound on L , in terms of the eigendecomposition of S (the sample covariance matrix) and the initial estimate R"), such that the ML estimate is in T$CCL+, and thus is a limit point of an EM iteration.
Our motivation led to the presentation of TNCL as a class of matrices. However, another view of our results is possible. Suppose we are given a finite duration sequence p = { p o , p l , . . . , p N P I } ; then p is the first row of an element of TNCl., iff it can be extended to be the covariance of a periodic stationary process. Since U I. (ZN-l)TNC,-3 3 TN+, any sequence p that generates a strictly positive definite matrix, has such an extension. However, since T% 3 3 Ur.2(ZN-1)TNC12, the strictness is indeed required for this property.
In view of our remark following the proof of Proposition 1, whenever p generates a strictly positive definite matrix, there also exists an extension of p which is an eventually zero covariance sequence. However, how to find the minimum periodic or minimum eventually zero extension remains open.
